ABSTRACT While the traditional method of deriving representations for documents was bag-of-words, they suffered from high dimensionality and sparsity. Recently, many methods to obtain lower dimensional and densely distributed representations were proposed. Paragraph Vector is one of such algorithms, which extends the word2vec algorithm by considering the paragraph as an additional word. However, it generates a single representation for all tasks, while different tasks may require different representations. In this paper, we propose a Supervised Paragraph Vector, a task-specific variant of Paragraph Vector for situations where class labels exist. Essentially, Supervised Paragraph Vector uses class labels along with words and documents and obtains corresponding representations with respect to the particular classification task. In order to prove the benefits of the proposed algorithm, three performance criteria are used: interpretability, discriminative power, and computational efficiency. To test interpretability, we find words that are close and far to class vectors and demonstrate that such words are closely related to the corresponding class. We also use principal component analysis to visualize all words, documents, and class labels at the same time and show that our method effectively displays the related words and documents for each class label. To evaluate discriminative power and computational efficiency, we perform document classification on four commonly used datasets with various classifiers and achieve comparable classification accuracies to bag-of-words and Paragraph Vector.
I. INTRODUCTION
For several decades, the common approach of document representation was a bag-of-words (BOW) [1] , where the features are words, and total number of features equals the size of the vocabulary, or the number of unique words. In this case, the feature values can be filled with either the word presence, word frequency, or weighted word frequency of each document. This approach is well known for its intuitiveness, and is known to perform well in various tasks including document classification [2] . However, because the number of unique terms used in the human language is
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Shagufta Henna. Methods to find distributed representations for larger bodies of text, such as documents were also proposed. Paragraph Vector (PV) [12] is an architecture that extends word2vec by adding a one-of-K, or one-hot vector of documents to the input layer, and hence enables the joint training of word and document vectors. Skip-thought vectors [13] predict a surrounding sentence instead of predicting surrounding words to find representations, and word2vec inversion [14] uses the Bayes rule to convert distributed representations to a classifier. AdaSent [15] recursively obtains a hierarchy of representation, and is trained through back-propagation through structure (BPTS).
Among such algorithms, word2vec and Paragraph Vector drew much attention due to its simplicity and applicability. However, word2vec and Paragraph Vector both generate a single representation, while different tasks may require different kinds of representations. As in Figure 1 (a), unsupervised representation algorithms such as word2vec normally generates word vectors so that semantically and syntactically similar words are located adjacently in the embedding space. Hence, it is hard to separate words that share common neighbors, for example ''amazing'' and ''awful'', in the representation space. Yet if the task of interest is a supervised task such as sentiment classification, it would be preferred to separate words that have different sentiment polarities such as ''amazing'' and ''awful'', desirably into different locations of the space as in Figure 1 (b).
While it would be impossible, or at least extremely difficult to adapt word representations to a particular supervised task in an unsupervised manner, we can obtain task-adaptive word representations by employing class labels. An assumption used in this process is that the more frequently a word occurs with a particular class label, the more it is related to that class. A way to incorporate this belief is by adding a class label term to word2vec, as Paragraph Vector did by including a document term. Sachan and Kumar [16] did just that, by adding a class label term to the skip-gram architecture of word2vec. However, their approach does not find representations for documents, and classifications were focused on binary classes.
In this paper, we extend the Paragraph Vector architecture in order to obtain the representations of words, documents, and class labels. We include all related terms in one objective function, which enables task-dependent adjustment. In order to show benefits of the proposed algorithm, we declare three performance criteria: interpretability, discriminative power, and computational efficiency. For interpretability, we find words that are close and far to class vectors, and demonstrate that such words are closely related to each class. We also visualize the word, document and class vectors in one embedding space, which help understand the relationships among words, documents and class labels. Then to evaluate discriminative power, we perform document classification on several real-world datasets that cover not only binary classification tasks but also multiclass classification tasks, and show that our methods solve classification problems regardless of the number of classes and achieve comparable classification accuracies to bag-of-words and Paragraph Vector. Finally, computational efficiency is evaluated by measuring training time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II summarizes related work. Section III describes two algorithms that are the bases of the proposed algorithm. Section IV explains the proposed algorithm, Supervised Paragraph Vector. Section V shows experimental results, and we finally conclude and describe future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we present a brief review of related work in two aspects: learning distributed representations for documents, and a popular application field, document classification.
A. LEARNING DISTRIBUTED REPRESENTATIONS FOR DOCUMENTS
The traditional approach of document representation is bagof-words (BOW) [1] , and has been frequently used for document classification [2] , [17] , [18] . This approach is well known for its intuitiveness, but normally results in very highdimensional and sparse representations. Moreover, such representations are not suitable to calculate similarities between document pairs due to their near-orthogonality [4] , [5] .
Instead, methods to find lower-dimensional, dense representations were proposed. Some approaches choose to use dimensionality reduction techniques, such as singular value decomposition (SVD) on the term-document matrix [19] .
Others choose to combine distributed word vectors to construct more complex meanings, or document representations. Some examples of compositionality from word vectors to document vectors are as follows: summation and multiplication of vectors [20] , [21] , multiplication of tensors [22] , [23] , weighted averaging [24] , maximum pooling [10] , [25] - [29] , and clustering of vectors [29] , [30] .
Yet other methods learn representations of documents directly. Paragraph Vector [12] is an extension of word2vec that can be used to derive vector representations for paragraphs or documents. Paragraph Vector and word2vec are further explained in Section 3. Skip-thought vectors [13] is an algorithm inspired by word vectors, and the objective is to predict a surrounding sentence, instead of predicting surrounding words. Word2vec inversion [14] uses the Bayes rule to convert distributed representations to a classifier. AdaSent [15] recursively obtains a hierarchy of representation, and is trained through back-propagation through structure (BPTS).
However, most of these methods are unsupervised, and generate a single representation regardless of the task. While unsupervised learning is a gain for situations where labeled data is scarce, it would be better to use the class labels when they exist.
Sachan and Kumar [16] suggested an architecture for embedding word vectors alongside with class label vectors, by replacing the document vector with a class vector in the DBOW architecture of Paragraph Vector. After deriving word and class vectors, they used three scoring models to decide the predicted class of a test document. The first model was to find the class with the maximum probabilistic scoreĉ = arg max i=1,...,M V j=1 log p(w j |c i ), where M is the number of unique class labels, and p is the softmax function. The second model computed the difference of log probabilistic scores given class labels for each word f (w) = log p(w|c pos ) − log p(w|c neg ) to use in a bag-of-words representation, and trained a logistic regression classifier. The third model computed the difference of similarities with class labels for each word g(w) = v(c pos ) v(w) − v(c neg ) v(w) to use in a bag-of-words representation, and also trained a logistic regression classifier.
However, there are some limitations to their approach. First, they employed linear combinations of word probability scores for classification instead of directly embedding documents. But finding document representations can be useful. For example, one can calculate similarities between documents and words, or documents and class labels. Also, one can visualize the joint embedding space of documents, words, and class labels. Second, the scoring models are limited to binary classification except for their first classification model.
B. DOCUMENT CLASSIFICATION
Document classification is the task of classifying an entire text by assigning it a class labelĉ drawn from a set of predefined labels C = {c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c M } based on its content. Some class labels regarded in document classification are as follows: sentiment of reviews or microblogs [13] , [14] , [26] , [28] , [29] , [31] - [34] , the pass or fail of bills [35] , the stock price change of 8K [18] , or the subjectivity [13] , [15] , opinion polarity [13] , or topics [28] , [29] , [36] , [37] of any given document.
Particularly, sentiment classification regards the task of judging the polarity of a given document. The polarity can be either binary (positive and negative), ternary (positive, neutral and negative), or n-ary (one star to five stars). Methods are normally lexicon based or machine learning based. Lexicon based approaches use a dictionary or corpus to identify the sentiment orientation of a document [38] , [39] , while machine learning approaches first find appropriate features, then train a classifier such as the naive Bayes classifier [2] , support vector machines [2] , [40] , [41] , and neural networks [42] .
However, many of the previous work focused on feature engineering, or selecting good features for the given task [40] , [41] , [43] . Though it has been shown classification accuracies greatly depend on the feature set, feature engineering requires excessive man-hours. Our method learns distributional features without further feature engineering, and does not require any knowledge about the domain or language.
III. WORD2VEC AND PARAGRAPH VECTOR
In this section, we describe the training of two important algorithms: word2vec and Paragraph Vector. These algorithms will be the basis of our algorithm presented in Section 4.
A. WORD2VEC
Word2vec [11] is a word embedding algorithm, but is the basis of Paragraph Vector, a document embedding algorithm. Particularly, word2vec uses context words to predict a target word. For example, with the phrase the cat sat on the mat, the word cat is predicted using the surrounding words the and sat, sat is predicted with cat, on and so on. when the predefined window size is one. word2vec has gained much popularity by proposing that even with a VOLUME 7, 2019 simple neural network with one hidden layer, we can obtain word vectors that demonstrate semantic regularities, such as v(''Berlin'') − v(''Germany'') + v(''France'') = v(''Paris''). As presented in Figure 2 , there are two different architectures in word2vec: continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) and skipgram. Note that x ∈ R V ×1 , h ∈ R δ×1 , y ∈ R V ×1 are input, hidden, output vectors, respectively, where V is the size of the vocabulary, δ is the predefined size of vector dimensions, and γ is the number of context words. W (1) ∈ R V ×δ and W (2) ∈ R δ×V are each input and output word embedding matrices. If γ is a predefined number of context words, CBOW accepts γ contiguous context words as input and predicts a target word, while skip-gram uses the target word as input, and predicts γ surrounding context words.
Both word2vec architectures have the following characteristics. First, the input layer consists of one-of-K vectors, where the ith row in each vector represents the presence of the ith word in the vocabulary. Then, each unit in the hidden layer h is simply the weighted sum of its inputs with a linear activation function, where the weights are W (1) . In the output layer, weights W (2) are multiplied to the hidden layer, and target words are predicted with a softmax function. Then if we encode each target word to a one-of-K vector, the difference of the predicted and actual occurring vectors, or errors can be derived and used for backpropagation. Finally, the input weight W (1) and output weight W (2) are updated through backpropagation, and word vectors are obtained from selecting either one of the weight matrices, or composing them by sum or concatenation.
Specifically, given a document d where the number of words are T and words are sequentially annotated as w i , the document can be written as [w 1 , w 2 , w 3 , . . . , w T ]. Then, the objective function of CBOW is to maximize the log probability of the occurrence of the target word, given the context words:
where γ is the number of context words, w t is the target word, and w t,j is the jth context word of the tth word in the document. Note that the prediction probability p(w t |w t,j ) included in the objective function is normally calculated with the multiclass softmax classifier:
where v(w i ) is the input vector representation of the word w i and the ith row of W (1) , and v (w j ) is the output vector representation of the word w j and the jth column of W (2) . However, because it is too burdensome to calculate the denominator of the softmax classifier due to the vast size of the vocabulary, methods to overcome such computation issues were suggested. Hierarchical softmax [44] , which builds a Huffman tree, obtains a speedup of log 2 T . Negative sampling [11] , [45] is an approximation of the softmax, which chooses to sample several negative examples instead of iterating over the entire vocabulary.
The skip-gram, on the other hand, is the mirroring image of CBOW. Instead of using several context words to predict one target word, skip-gram uses one word to predict several context words. The objective function of skip-gram is as follows:
Both CBOW and skip-gram's gradients are calculated with backpropagation, and optimized with stochastic gradient descent.
B. PARAGRAPH VECTOR
Paragraph Vector (PV) [12] is an extension of word2vec that can be used to derive vector representations for sentences, paragraphs, or documents. It proved to be successful in several applications, including document classification and document similarity calculation [46] . Also, since word vectors and document vectors can be trained together into a unified vector space, the similarities between wordword, document-document, and word-document pairs can be calculated. As with word2vec, there are two architectures in Paragraph Vector: distributed memory (PV-DM) and distributed bag-of-words (PV-DBOW), as seen in Figure 3 . Documents are represented as one-of-K vectors in the input layer as p ∈ R N ×1 , where N is the number of documents, and corresponding document vectors are obtained as rows in the document embedding matrix D ∈ R N ×δ . As with word2vec, x ∈ R V ×1 , h ∈ R δ×1 , y ∈ R V ×1 are input, hidden, output vectors, V is the size of the vocabulary, δ is the size of vector dimensions, and γ is the number of context words. W (1) ∈ R V ×δ and W (2) ∈ R δ×V are input and output word embedding matrices. Each append the objective functions of CBOW and skip-gram, respectively, by assuming that the document itself is another virtual word.
In PV-DM, the log probability log p(w t |d), which indicates the prediction of the target word with the document, is added to CBOW's objective function:
PV-DBOW is an extension of word2vec's skip-gram architecture, and thus adds the log probability log p(w t,j |d) to the objective function:
IV. SUPERVISED PARAGRAPH VECTOR (SPV)
In this section, we describe the proposed algorithm, Supervised Paragraph Vector.
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A. REPRESENTATION LEARNING Supervised Paragraph Vector (SPV) is a word, document, class label embedding algorithm using a simple neural network with one input layer, one hidden layer, one output layer, where each neuron in the input layer indicate actual words. The main difference of Supervised Paragraph Vector from Paragraph Vector is that the class label information of documents is utilized as shown in Figure 4 . Class labels are represented as one-of-K vectors in the input layer z ∈ R M ×1 , where M is the number of unique class labels. Corresponding class vectors are rows in the class label embedding matrix C ∈ R M ×δ . As with word2vec and Paragraph Vector, x ∈ R V ×1 , h ∈ R δ×1 , y ∈ R V ×1 , p ∈ R N ×1 are input, hidden, output, document vectors, respectively, where V is the size of the vocabulary, δ is the size of word vectors, N is the number of documents and γ is the number of context words.
∈ R δ×V and D ∈ R N ×δ are the input, output word embedding matrices, and the document embedding matrix, respectively.
As with Paragraph Vector, which assumes that a document vector can be derived by predicting sequences of its constituent words, Supervised Paragraph Vector assumes that a class vector can be derived by predicting sequences of its constituents. This is because, in a broader sense, a class can be considered as a larger document -one which is created by merging all the individual documents of the corresponding class.
In this perspective, the objective functions of Supervised Paragraph Vector can be defined by employing an additional term to Paragraph Vector's objective function. Specifically, the objective function for SPV-DM is as follows:
where c indicates the class of the document and all other notations are kept as in Section III.B. Similarly, for SPV-DBOW, the objective function is as follows:
log p(w t+j |c).
As with word2vec and Paragraph Vector, parameters for Supervised Paragraph Vector are found with stochastic gradient descent, and the gradients are obtained with backpropagation. However, note that with SPV-DBOW, C is replaceable with D or W (1) , making it possible to train all words, documents and class labels. Context and target word vectors, along with document vectors and class vectors, can be selected either randomly or sequentially into the learning process.
B. INFERENCE AND CLASSIFICATION
After the representation model is trained, representations for words, class labels, and training set documents are obtained. But in order to classify documents in the test set, we should obtain representations for unseen documents. This is called the inference step.
In the inference step, we calculate document vectors for each test document using our previously trained representation model. The only difference in the inference step compared to the training step, is that the class conditional term in the objective function is ignored. This is because we do not know the true class of each document in the test set. Also, class vectors, word vectors, and softmax weights obtained from the training stage are not updated, which means that they will fixed during the test phase.
After we obtain representations for the test documents through this process, we can finally classify them in two ways. The first approach is to use document vectors as an input for another classifier, since we already have δ dimensional document vectors for the training and test documents. Then we can input these into a separate classifier algorithm, for example, logistic regression. The second approach is to calculate the cosine similarity or any other appropriate similarity measure between a document vector and all class vectors, and choose the closest class as the document's predicted class. The whole process of document classification with Supervised Paragraph Vector is presented in Table 1 .
V. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we evaluate the proposed algorithm with four different classification datasets.
A. CRITERIA FOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In order to evaluate document representations, we select three criteria from [47] : interpretability, discriminative power, and efficient computation. First, it is important that we can achieve insights from the document representations themselves. This sort of interpretability is a qualitative measure, and is demonstrated by visualization and examples. Second, a good document representation algorithm differentiates a document from another document. Given some distance metric, documents with similar contents should have shorter distances whereas documents with different contents should have longer distances. We call this discriminative power. Classification accuracy can be used as a proxy measure. Third, a good document representation algorithm computes a representation quickly, thus efficient computation is another important criteria. This can be measured by training time.
Other than the three predefined criteria, reconstruction quality, which states whether a representation can be reversed to its original form, could also be a good criterion to evaluate representations. However, because the algorithms compared in this paper basically use the ''bagof-words'' assumption, reconstruction would be considered difficult.
B. DATASETS
The datasets used for experiments are as follows. imdb is a binary class dataset that contains 100K movie reviews from IMDB, 1 with no more than 30 reviews per movie. Original reviews were rated between 1-10, but further merged into three groups: negative (1-4), neutral (5-6), positive (7) (8) (9) (10) . Among these groups, neutral reviews were not included in the final dataset, and therefore only the reviews highly polarized towards negativity or positivity were left. Positive and negative reviews were selected evenly, so that a random guess yields 50% accuracy [48] . amazon is a binary class dataset of 200K electronic product reviews from Amazon.com. 2 The number of positive and negative reviews are also equal in this dataset. The dataset used here is was originally gathered by [49] and later modified by [28] . yelp is a multiclass dat set that contains five ordinal document classes from 1 to 5. 3 This dataset was obtained from Kaggle, and preprocessed with the code written by Matt Taddy. 4 20news is a multiclass dataset of 20K documents that are of 20 nominal document categories, 5 each corresponding to a different topic. Some classes are closely related to each other by sharing a larger domain (ex: comp.graphics, comp.sys.mac.hardware), while others are almost completed unrelated (ex: alt.atheism, rec.sport.hockey). Table 2 shows the summary of datasets used for experiments.
C. IMPLEMENTATION
We first compare the proposed algorithm to bag-of-words with term frequency (BOW-TF) and term frequency with inverse document frequency (BOW-TFIDF). The number of terms in the BOW models are limited to 1000 in all datasets, for efficient calculation and better generalization. Also, we compare performance of both architectures of Paragraph Vector: PV-DM and PV-DBOW.
Most hyperparameters for both Paragraph Vector and Supervised Paragraph Vector are set equally. Specifically, vector dimensions (δ) are 100, but the effects of this parameter are further investigated in Section V.E Each word is trained with 20 context words (γ ) (or window size 10), and the words with term frequencies lower than 5 are ignored. Frequent terms are discarded by the probability P(w i ) = 1 − √ τ/f (w i ) where f (w i ) is the term frequency and τ is the threshold value set to 0.001. Negative sampling is employed, with five noise words. The hyperparameters with their corresponding values in our experiment is summarized in Table 3 .
After representations are found for each document, five classifiers are applied: decision tree (dt), logistic regression (lr), random forest (rf), neural network (nn) and naive Bayes (nb). Decision tree uses the Gini impurity to determine splits. Logistic regression uses L 2 penalty. Random forest also uses the Gini impurity with 10 trees. Neural network uses a one hidden layer with 100 neurons and a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function. There are no particular hyperparameters used for naive Bayes. Though we used identical settings for each classifier to minimize their effects and perform a fair comparison between architectures, it is recommended to use a separate validation set to determine optimal hyperparameters during actual deployment.
Finally, classification accuracies on a test dataset are used to measure performance.
D. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
First, in order to check the interpretability of the proposed algorithm, we find the closest and farthest words to each class vector. Here, we use the imdb dataset, embed class labels and words into a 100-dimensional embedding space, and use cosine similarity as the similarity measure. We also remove words with a frequency lower than 100. Table 4 shows that words with negative sentiment are close to the negative class vector (c0.0), and words with positive sentiment are distant. Similarly, words that are closest to the positive class vector (c1.0) show positive sentiment, whereas the farthest are non-positive words. This method is not applicable to the unsupervised version of Paragraph Vector, because no vector for the class labels exist.
Next, the difference between interclass similarities and intraclass similarities for Paragraph Vector and Supervised Paragraph Vector are compared in order to empirically prove the desired results shown in Figure 1 . Interclass similarity indicates the average distance between words in two distinct classes, and intraclass similarity means the average distance between words in the same class. Each similarity measure is shown in (8) and (9), respectively:
where 1 is the indicator function, c i is the set of words in a given class i, N k is the total number of qualified word pairs for a given condition k, and s(w, v) is the cosine similarity between two words w and v. Then, it is desirable that the intraclass similarities are large, and interclass similarities are small, and hence the difference, s diff = s intraclass − s interclass is large.
Let us consider the positive set of words c pos = {wonderful, awesome, fascinating} and the negative set of words c neg = {lame, awful, bad}. Then in the imdb dataset, s diff for Paragraph Vector equals 0.0077, and Supervised Paragraph Vector is 0.3398. We can therefore conclude that Supervised Paragraph Vector is indeed better than Paragraph Vector for the purpose of separating words with different sentiment in the embedding space. We also use visualization for better description and interpretation of the embedding space as shown in Figure 5 and 6. Randomly selected words are gray-colored, and words selected for demonstration purposes are colored in green. Points in blue, red are each document vectors and class vectors, respectively. c1.0 and c0.0 indicate the positive and negative class vector in Figure 5 whereas c1.0 to c5.0 each represent one star to five star labels in Figure 6 . For this purpose, principal component analysis (PCA) with two principal components is first performed on the class vectors in order to find the principal components that best describe the space of class vectors. Then the same principal components are reused to plot the word and document vectors on the same VOLUME 7, 2019 space. Though the well-known t-SNE [50] , [51] is generally used to visualize the embedding space [13] , [46] , using PCA in this fashion gives the effect of dispersing the data points according to each class vector.
Specifically in Figure 5 , where the imdb dataset is plotted, the negative class vector (c0.0) and the positive class vector (c1.0) are located in the left and right side of the principal component space, respectively. Then, on this same space, word vectors and document vectors are drawn. Negative words such as ''awful'' are located close to the negative class vector, while positive words such as ''wonderful'' or ''lovely'' are located close to the positive class vector.
The yelp dataset visualization at Figure 6 shows even more interesting results. In this figure, the class vectors, indicating ratings for electronic products, are plotted in sequential order from left to right rather than in random order. Words that have strong negative sentiment are plotted on the left side of the diagram while words with strong positive sentiment are plotted to the right. According to this diagram, users at Amazon.com use the word ''awful'' rather than ''hate'' to indicate strong negativity.
Note that the visualizations with PCA plot the class vectors so they surround the origin, but this does not necessarily divide the words and documents into negative space and the positive space. In other words, words and documents located at the right side of the diagram, are not necessarily positive, and vice versa. Methods can be devised to adjust the coordinates, so that the absolute values in the principal component space have specific meanings.
Next, in order to evaluate discriminative power, we perform document classification and measure the classification accuracies as a proxy measure. Table 5 shows the classification accuracies for bag-of-words (BOW), Paragraph Vector (PV), Supervised Paragraph Vector (SPV) per dataset. PV and SPV are run for a total of 100 epochs, where an epoch indicates one forward pass and one backward pass of all the training examples. Before the algorithms terminate at 100 epochs, classification accuracies using logistic regression are measured at 1, 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, 100 epochs. Note that the accuracies for yelp and 20news are lower than imdb and amazon, due to the number of unique class labels. As seen in Table 5 , SPV-DBOW outperforms bag-ofwords and Paragraph Vector, for all four datasets. Even if we only consider the case where all datasets are run by one epoch, SPV-DBOW shows best accuracies for imdb, amazon, and 20news, while the bag-of-words strategy is best for yelp with a marginal difference.
In order to justify the robustness of the proposed method, we also provide experimental results using various simple classifiers in Table 6 . PV and SPV were run for 100 epochs, and the best result was chosen for each representation algorithm and classifier pair. For imdb, SPV gave the best classification accuracies. For amazon, yelp, and 20news, BOW showed better results with the tree algorithms -decision tree and random forest -while SPV showed better results with logistic regression, neural network, and naive Bayes. However, SPV proved higher classification accuracies compared to the corresponding PV architecture in all cases, regardless of the classifier.
It is to note that our intention here is not to argue that Supervised Paragraph Vector is the best document representation algorithm with the highest classification accuracy. In fact, many state-of-the-art document representation methods obtain higher accuracies when facing a document classification task. For example, [16] reported 91.29% accuracy with binary BOW for amazon, and [14] reported 56.5% accuracy with w2v inversion for yelp.
However, Supervised Paragraph Vector does obtain higher classification accuracies compared to its original, Paragraph Vector, thanks to the latent information in the labels. Also, by obtaining actual representations of class labels, we can now measure the distance between them and words and documents, which gives us many implications about the data in hand. This is a great advantage in the perspective of interpretability of the document representations.
E. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION TIME Figure 7 shows the relation between the number of documents and classification accuracy and the representation algorithm VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. The relation between number of documents n(docs) and classification accuracy and training time using the imdb dataset. training time, using the imdb dataset and a logistic regression classifier. As the number of training documents increase, the classification accuracy increases in the shape of a logarithmic function, while the training time increases in a linear manner. Figure 8 shows the relation between the number of vector dimensions and classification accuracy and training time. As the number of dimensions increase, the classification accuracy increase until approximately 100 dimensions, and decreases by a small amount. Also the training time increases linearly, according to the number of dimensions.
Finally, Table 7 shows total inference times for the test documents in the imdb dataset. Note that the number of test documents in the imdb dataset is 25,000 and this is the total time for all documents. Compared to PV architectures, the inference time of SPV architectures increase marginally. We can expect the inference time to linearly increase as the number of documents increase. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed Supervised Paragraph Vector, a method to jointly embed words, document and classes into the same space. We proved the benefits of this algorithm by finding close and far words to the class vectors, calculating the difference between intraclass and interclass similarities, and visualizing the joint space of words, documents and classes. This is an advantage in the sense of representation interpretability, and one that was not possible with previous unsupervised methods. We also showed that the supervision of class labels increased the discriminative power of document vectors, with a slight increase in training time.
However, when one attempts to reconstruct the original document from the representations obtained with Supervised Paragraph Vector, the quality can be low because the order of words are lost due to the bag-of-words assumption. For the same reason, Supervised Paragraph Vector is not an algorithm that achieves the best accuracy compared to state-of-the-art algorithms that include the sequential information of words.
One can also argue that a representation learning algorithm should not employ class labels, but rather this should be the classifiers' job. However, when the end task is not one that regards class labels -such as clustering -this may not be the case. In such cases, it is best that the representation itself fully incorporates the existing data -including the class labels.
As generally mentioned, it is sometimes difficult to obtain labeled data, and one of the advantages of Paragraph Vector is that it is fully unsupervised. However, when labeled data actually exists, it would be best to employ such information in representation models, and this is the core concept of Supervised Paragraph Vector. There can also be a third approach, a semi-supervised version, that makes it possible to employ large sets of unlabeled documents into the training process of Supervised Paragraph Vector. In this case, we assign a dummy class label to the unlabeled documents. For example, if a task has two labels 1 (positive) and -1 (negative), create another class, say class 0 for neutral or unlabeled documents. The rest of the training process is identical to the original algorithm.
Finally, Supervised Paragraph Vector can also be adjusted to other various applications. For example, the ''class labels'' do not necessarily have to be the label for a classification task, but could also be multiple ''tags'' that describe a document. For example, we could attempt to find ''user vectors'' by aggregating all reviews written by one user, and further use such vectors for user profiling, or calculating user similarities, and apply the algorithm to recommendation tasks.
